col·lage (noun)

a piece of art made by sticking
various different materials
such as photographs and pieces
of paper or fabric onto a
backing.

Items or images you include must have significance to you. The following are some ideas
to consider when selecting images/items:







Significant events or moments in your life
Important people in your life
Likes / dislikes
Hopes / Dreams
Food / Vacations
Song Lyrics / Quotes

Requirements:






All backing paper must be covered
A picture of you must be somewhere in the collage
Be Creative and have fun!
3 Separate images must be hand drawn by you!
Must include one 3D element.

Marking will be based on: Content, Design, Craftsmanship

Personal Collage Marking Rubric
CATEGORY

You Got it
9-10

Overall
Impression

The collage fully reflects the
student’s life, events, likes,
dislikes, interests etc.

Specific
Words and
Images

A Good Start
5-6

Not yet
1-4

The collage
communicates some
aspects of the student’s
life and events

The collage presents
words and images that
relate to their life, but it
fails to communicate
who the student is as a
person.

The collage does not
adequately reflect
the student’s life and
events.

All words and images are
related to the topic and
make it easier to
understand the artists’
ideas/intention

All words and images are
related to the topic and
most make it easier to
understand the artists.
Ideas / intention

All words and images
relate to the topic.

Words and images
do not relate to the
topic OR

Design

Graphics are trimmed or
cropped to an appropriate
size and interesting shape
and are arranged well,
some in front and some
behind. Care has been
taken to balance the
pictures across the collage.
All backing paper is covered

Graphics are trimmed or
cropped to an
appropriate size and
interesting shape and
are arranged with some
items in front and others
behind. The collage
however does not appear
balanced.

Graphics have been
trimmed or cropped to
an appropriate size and
shape, but the
arrangement of items is
not very attractive. It
appears there was not a
lot of planning of the
item placement.

Graphics are
untrimmed or not
cropped OR of
inappropriate size
and/or shape. It
appears little
attention was given
to designing the
collage.

Technical
Construction
& Craftsman
ship

The collage shows
considerable attention to
construction. The collage is
exceptionally attractive in
terms of design, layout, and
neatness.

The collage shows
attention to construction.
The collage is attractive
in terms of design,
layout and neatness.

The collage shows some
attention to
construction. The
collage is acceptably
attractive though it may
be a bit messy.

Very Good explanation
for images selected.
Smooth speaking.
Obvious rehearsal
evident. Eye contact,
relaxed body language

Rational for images
selected. Fairly smooth
speaking. Some
rehearsal evident. A
little eye contact

The collage was put
together sloppily.
The collage is
distractingly messy
or very poorly
designed. It is not
attractive.
No rational for
images selected.
Very choppy
speaking no
evidence of
rehearsal evident.
No eye contact

Presentation

Excellent explanation for
images selected. Very
smooth speaking.
Obvious rehearsal
evident. Consistent eye
contact, relaxed body
language

Almost there
7-8

